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Estimators of the parameters of the functional multivariate linear errors-in- 
variables model are obtained by the application of generalized least squares to the 
sample matrix of mean squares and products. The generalized least squares 
estimators are shown to be consistent and asymptotically multivariate normal. 
Relationships between generalized least squares estimation of the functional model 
and of the structural model are demonstrated. It is shown that estimators construc- 
ted under the assumption of normal x are appropriate for fixed x. 6 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a set of r-dimensional random row vectors y, are related to a set 
of k-dimensional row vectors x, by 
Y~=Bo+xtft t = 1) 2 )..., n, (1.1) 
where we assume p is a k x r matrix of constants. We are unable to observe 
yI and x, directly. Instead we observe Y, and X,, which satisfy 
Y, = Y, + e,, 
x, = x, + IIt, t = 1, 2 ,..., n, (1.2) 
where e, and u, are unobservable error vectors of dimension r and k, 
respectively. We let E,= (e,, ut), where the E, are p= (r+ k)-dimensional 
vectors. The E, are assumed to be independent identically distributed p- 
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variate random vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix Z,,, 
independent of x,. Equations (1.1) and ( 1.2) and the associated 
assumptions define the multivariate linear errors-in-variables model. 
If the x, are unknown constant vectors, the model is called a functional 
model. If the x, are independent identically distributed random vectors, the 
model is called a structural model. If the model is a structural multivariate 
linear model, the standard assumption is that the (E,, x,) are normal ran- 
dom vectors with mean (0, px) and covariance matrix that is block 
diagonal, (Z,, 2,). The usual distributional assumption for the functional 
multivariate linear model is that the E, are independent N(0, ZEE) random 
vectors. In the functional model the n vectors (x1, x2,..., x,) are parameters. 
Neyman and Scott [ 171 called such parameters incidental parameters. 
Much of the recent work on the functional errors-in-variables model 
involves maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters. Tintner [19] 
gave estimators for the multivariate functional model. Anderson [ 1 ] 
obtained the maximum likelihood estimators for the model with replicated 
observations. Anderson and Rubin [3] gave conditions under which the 
maximum likelihood estimator of fl constructed with the assumption of 
normal x, would also be asymptotically normal for fixed x,. Nussbaum 
[lS] has recently demonstrated an optimal property of the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the functional model. Gleser and Watson [lo] 
derived maximum likelihood estimators for a special case of the functional 
model. Bhargava [4, 51 considered generalizations of the model of Gleser 
and Watson. Gleser [9] gave the limiting distribution for maximum 
likelihood estimators of the model with 2,, known up to a scalar multiple, 
and with fl containing rk unknown constants. Gleser demonstrated that the 
estimators have a limiting normal distribution for distributions of E, in a 
wide class. Hoschel [ 11, 121 has discussed computational methods for the 
multivariate functional relationship. 
A second method of estimation that has been used to estimate the 
parameters of structural errors-in-variables models is the application of 
generalized least squares to the sample covariance matrix of Z, = (Y 1, X,). 
This procedure has been employed by Joreskog and Goldberger [13] in 
the estimation of the unrestricted factor analysis model and by Anderson 
[2] in the estimation of covariance matrices with linear covariance struc- 
ture. A general approach to the analysis of a covariance structure which is 
a function of a fixed set of parameters is discussed by Browne [6]. Lee and 
Bentler [14] extended the results of Browne [6]. All of these authors con- 
sidered the random (structural) model. 
This paper considers the estimation of the parameters of the functional 
multivariate linear errors-in-variables model by the application of 
generalized least squares to the sample matrix of mean squares and 
products. It is shown that the estimated parameters constructed under the 
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assumption of random x, are, asymptotically, best generalized least squares 
estimators for the fixed model. An estimator of the covariance matrix of the 
limiting distribution is given and it is shown that the covariance matrix 
constructed under the assumptions of the random model is appropriate for 
the estimators of fl and 2,, of the fixed model. A corollary of this result is 
the fact that the estimator of the covariance matrix of the maximum 
likelihood estimators of fl and Z,, constructed under the assumption of nor- 
mally distributed x, is also appropriate under the assumption of fixed x,. 
For example, the results provide a method of estimating the covariance 
matrix of the limiting distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator of 
p for the model with known 2,, and fixed x,. 
2. GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION 
We can write the multivariate linear errors-in-variables model defined in 
(1.1) and (1.2) as 
where 
z, = z, + E,, 2 = 1) 2 )...) n, (2.1) 
z, = (Y,, x,1, 
zt = (Yr, x,1 = (Bo + x,B, x,)9 (2.2) 
and the a,= (e,, ut), t= 1, 2 ,..., are the vectors of measurement errors. 
Define the sample matrix of mean squares and products by 
m zz=(n- 1))’ f (Z,-Z)‘(Z,-Z), (2.3) 
where Z = n-‘C;=, Z,. The elements of the sample matrix m, are used to 
form the observation vector, s,, where 
s, = vech mZZ 
= (mZzl19 mzz21 ,..., mzzp, 9 mzz229 mzz32 ,..., 
mzzp2 ,..., mzzpp )’ , 
and mzzii is the #h element of m,. The column vector s, is of dimension 
2-‘p(p + 1). Discussion of the vet and vech operators can be found in 
MacRae [ 151, Neudecker [ 16 J, and Tracey and Dwyer [20]. 
The expectation of mzz, denoted by lYzzn is 
r zzn = (It Id mxxn (It Id + GE, (2.4) 
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where 
m xxn =(n- 1))’ i (X,-iZn)‘(XI-Zn), 
I=1 
n 
g,=n-’ 1 x,. 
I=1 
From (2.4) we see that the expected value of m,, is a function of p, mxx,, 
and L where p and L,, are of primary interest. We shall apply the 
generalized least squares procedure to m,,. To do so we shall assume 
By mxxny and C, to be continuous functions of +yn, a q x 1 parameter vector. 
Because mxxn is a function of n, some elements of the unknown 
parameter vector yn are functions of the sample size, n. To simplify the 
notation we will henceforth often omit the subscript n from s,, mXX,,, jz,, 
r zzn and y,,. When the functional dependence is important, we may write 
r,,(y) for Tzz. Also, we let 
cr = a(y) = vech Tzz. 
The generalized least squares estimator of y is the y that minimizes the 
residual quadratic form 
f(W) = 4s - Nr)l’DCs - Nr)l, (2.5) 
where D is either a positive definite random matrix which converges in 
probability to a positive definite matrix D as n approaches infinity, or D is 
a positive definite constant matrix (D = D). The generalized least squares 
estimator will be denoted by 7. The estimator of y can be constructed by 
defining a matrix T such that D = T’T and using a nonlinear least squares 
program with T s as the dependent variable. The following lemma gives the 
limiting distribution of m,, under the assumption that mXX converges to a 
positive definite matrix fi,,. Proofs of similar results are given by Fuller 
[S] and Fang and Krishnaiah [7]. 
LEMMA 1. Let the functional model (2.1) hold. Assume the E, to be 
independently and identically distributed with zero mean, nonsingular 
covariance matrix L,, and finite fourth moments. Let 
lim mXX = fi,, . (2.6) 
n+oD 
Then 
rP2(s - a) L NO, Q), 
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~=wPC(B~ I)‘fixx(B~~)lO~EEj v’ 
+ E{ [vech(E;c,-- &,)][vech(&:E, - Z,,)]‘), 
yJ = (am-1 w, 
(2.7) 
and @ is the matrix such that vet m,= @ vech mzz. Furthermore, tf 
E, N NI(0, X,,), then 
n=2W{2C(B,I)‘m,,(B,I)lO2,,+(2,,O2,,))~’. (2.8) 
We say an unknown parameter vector is identified if knowledge of the 
distribution function of the observable random variables uniquely deter- 
mines the value of the parameter vector. The covariance matrix of Z,, 
denoted by E,,= Z,,(y) determines the distribution of s for the normal 
structural model because mzz is a multiple of a Wishart matrix. Thus, for 
the normal structural model, y is said to be identified if C,,(O)=2,,(y) 
implies 8 = y. In our treatment of the functional case we shall work with 
the matrix of sample mean squares and products. Therefore, we say that y 
is identified for the functional model if r,(t3) = T,,(y) implies 0 = y. 
The following theorem gives results for the functional model analogous 
to the results given by Browne [6] for the structural model. The proof, 
resting on Taylor expansions and Lemma 1, is omitted. 
THEOREM 1. Let the model (2.1 k(2.2) hold. Assume the E, to be indepen- 
dently and identically distributed with zero mean, nonsingular covariance 
matrix Z,, andfinite fourth moments. Let condition (2.6) hold. Assume that y 
is identified on a compact parameter space. Assume that fl, vech Z,,, and 
vech mxxn are continuous functions of y, with first and second derivatives that 
are continuous in a neighborhood of ym = lim, _ m y,,. Let yrn be an interior 
point of the parameter space. Let b be the matrix 
* = WY,) 
dy” (2.9) 
where the notation indicates that the derivatives are evaluated at y, , Suppose 
b has full column rank. Then 
where 
B=(A’DA)-‘A’DfiDA(A’nA)-I, (2.10) 
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f is the estimator that minimizes f (ylD) of (2.5), i5 is the positive definite 
probability limit of D, and Sz is defined in (2.7). 
It follows from (2.10) that the minimum variance estimator of y is 
obtained by choosing D to be a matrix such that D is a scalar multiple of 
Q-‘. For such a D, the variance of the limiting distribution is 
3~ (A’$--‘A)-l. (2.11) 
Once one has obtained estimators of p and Z,,, the estimators of the 
individual x, are 
where 
f,=Y,-ii-(X,-R)p, 
2”” = (1, - 8’) %, (I, P,‘, 
E”, = (1, -B’, e,,co, I)‘, 
and B and E, are the generalized least squares estimators of B and 2,,. 
We now demonstrate that an estimator of y for the normal functional 
model can be obtained by using the covariance matrix that is appropriate 
for the normal structural model. Results used in the proof of the theorem 
are given after the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. In addition, assume 
E, - NZ(0, X,,). Let 0 be the estimator that minimizes (2.5) with D = CT-‘, 
where 9-l is a consistent estimator of VW1 of Result 3. Assume that 
yx = vech mxx is a subvector of y and assume that B and 2,, are not 
functionally related to yX. Then n112(v - y) has the same limiting distribution 
as the least squares estimator constructed with D = R-‘. 
Let &’ be the matrix of derivatives of a(y) with respect to y evaluated at 
y = 7. Then, the portion of (d?‘~))’ associated with n’/‘@ - fi) and 
n”*(~,, - 2,,) is consistent for the covariance matrix of the limiting dis- 
tribution of those estimators. 
Proof Using the expression for V - ’ given in Result 3, we have 
A’V-1~V-1A=A’(V~1-2V-1A,[~k(m,,@m,,)yr~] A:V-‘} A. 
Post- and premultiplying by (A’V - ’ A) - ‘, we obtain that the covariance 
matrix of the limiting distribution, 
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= (AX-’ A))‘, 
where we have used expression (2.12) of Result 4 for (A/VIA)-‘. Thus, 
the efficiency result is proven and the variance estimation conclusion 
follows from (ii) of Result 4. a 
Result 1. The partial derivative of the vector a(y) for the model (2.1) 
with respect to vech mXX = y, is 
where vk = ((D;mk)-’ @;, vP = (Q)L@P)-l a;, (Dk is the k2 x k(k + 1)/2 
matrix that transforms vech mXX into vet mXX and mP is the p2 xp(p + 1)/2 
matrix that transforms vech Zzz into vet X,,. 
Proof: From (2.4) we have 
vech rzz = w, vecC(B, I)’ mxx(B, I)1 + vech 2,, 
= vp CM, I)‘@ (it U’l vet mxr + vech G, 
= vp CM, I)‘60 (it VI % vech mxx + vech 2,, 
where we have used vec(A B C) = (C’ 0 A) vet B for conformable matrices. 
Because the expression for vech Tzz is linear in vech mX.r, the derivative 
result follows. 1 
Result 2. Let wP, mP, \yk and <D, be as defined in Result 1 and let model 
(2.1) hold. Then 
v,(mZzO mJ w;= Axvk(mxx Omxx) &A:, 
where A, is defined in Result 1. 
Proof We have 
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where we used the multiplication properties of Kronecker products, the fact 
that w~@~=I and the fact that fDpyp(A@A)=(A@A)@ktpk for apxk 
matrix A. 1 
Result 3. Let 
and 
Q = 2% CW, 0 C,, + C,, 60 z,,,] w;, 
where it is understood that V and n are evaluated at the same value of y. 
Then 
VP1 =a-‘-2W’ A,[tyk(mxx@mxx) &] A;V-‘. 
ProoJ: From Result 2 we have 
V = fi + 2AxvkhxQ m,) vi& 
and the expression for V-’ follows. 1 
Result 4. Let y, the parameter vector for a model of the form (2.1) 
(2.2), be defined by 
Y = (Yi 2 YiJ’? 
where yX = vech msx and the elements of (fi, C,) are functions of yl only. 
Let K be the 22’p(p+ 1) xq matrix of first derivatives of the model 
evaluated at y = t, where 
A = (A,, A,) 
is partitioned to conform to the partition of y. Let v and fi be the V and R 
of Result 3 evaluated at y = 7. Then the portion of (&‘fi- ‘6)) ’ associated 
with yr is equal to the corresponding portion of (d’v - ‘A)- ‘. 
Proof. We have, by Result 3, 
(p~-‘~)-‘= (p&‘&L)-’ 
= @‘fpj$-I+ @l&l&)-l L(ppq-1 
= (p&=-q-’ 
+ w4 IJ’L-v,(fixxQ @cc) vblvx Ix), 
where the identity matrix I, is of dimension 2-‘k(k + 1) and 
L=2iPfi-‘6,[l+f,( iil,,Qiil,,) I&] A:V-‘A. 1 
(2.12) 
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It follows from Theorem 2 that the limiting distribution of 5, obtained by 
using wP (mZZ 0 mZz) w; for D ~ ‘, is the same as the limiting distribution 
obtained using a for DP ‘. That is, the estimators constructed using the 
consistent estimator of the covariance matrix for the random (structural) 
model are asymptotically best generalized least squares estimators for the 
fixed (functional) model. If one is interested in test or confidence 
statements for mxX, one can compute an additional iteration of the 
estimation procedure using 
where fi, E,, and fi, are constructed from the estimator obtained with 
D~‘=vp(mzzOmzz)v~. 
Let 9 be the estimator that maximizes the logarithm of the Wishart 
likelihood 
L(y) = C- (f)Cn hi&~(~)l + (n - 1) tr{mz&~(y)}l, 
where C is a constant. It can be shown that 
p lim n”‘(v - 9) = 0, 
under the assumptions of Theorem 2. Hence, the estimator obtained by 
maximizing the Wishart likelihood has the same limiting distribution as the 
best generalized least squares estimator. Furthermore, the portion of the 
limiting covariance matrix of the maximum Wishart likelihood estimators 
of the parameters corresponding to b and 2,, is the same for fixed x, as for 
random x,. For normal E, the limiting covariance matrix of the maximum 
Wishart likelihood estimators of /3 and E,, is consistently estimated by the 
corresponding portion of the inverse of the information matrix constructed 
under the assumption of random x,. 
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